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Easton Keller

Easton Keller is a player character played by jjans002.

Easton Keller

Species & Gender: Male Nepleslian
Date of Birth: 20日 4月 YE 20
Organization: National Police Force of Nepleslia
Occupation: Ordnance Expert

Rank: Field Officer FO-3
Current Placement: DTR

Physical Description

Easton is extremely fit, due to his job needing him to maintain a certain fitness. He isn't the strongest
person, but he can hold his own in a fight. He is tan, with blue eyes, and short cropped hair that he dyes
silver. He has a small scar down his right cheek from a knife wound he got during his early days on the
force.

Easton is 5'9'' and 170, and muscular.
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Personality

Easton is a brash man, due to his young age. He is always ready to prove himself, which causes some
trouble with his commanding officers. Nothing he got permanent write ups for, but enough to get chewed
out. Mainly he thinks he sometime knows better than his commanding officer do.

While he is bold, he also works cautiously as the ordinance and explosives expert. A wrong movement or
a fast movement and everyone goes up in an explosion.

He is a closet nerd. He hides it from others, but when he goes off duty by himself, he immerses himself in
the latest VR games and comics. He is a amateur computer enthusiast and a early adopter of technology.
Not a expert in computers, but knowledgeable enough to get himself into computers.

History

Easton does not have much of a history. He always liked blowing things up, getting in trouble as a child
when he and his friends would make makeshift explosives and detonate them in abandoned buildings. A
couple of times they had run ins with the law. usually they would scurry and run and hide. While there
were some close calls, hr never actually got caught.

Eventually he graduated and joined the police force. He knew he wasnt one for higher learning and he
didnt want to go in to the military. The police was the next best thing. After patrolling the streets for a
bit, He found out about the DTR's and applied for that, listing his explosive knowledge. The training he
received during boot camp filled in his gaps of knowledge make him a expert in explosive and ordinance
matters.

Social Connections

Mother: Mary Keller

Father: Alfred Keller

Sister(younger): Jolie Keller

Skills Learned

Communications: AS a cop and as a DTR, he He was trained on the radio operations and police codes.

Demolitions: Being a demolitions and Ordinance officer has given him the knowledge necessary to be
almost an expert. He is always open to learning.

Fighting: He has some hand to hand training from the police force
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Technology Operation: As a amateur operators, he is advanced in many of the operations of technology,
and can usually figure out how something works, he is just not a expert and would not know how to do
any sort of deep operations.

Physical: Anyone in this type of job always needs to keep themselves physicall fit to a high standard.

Medical and Science: He knows basic first aid and field medicine, in case anything were to happen in the
field.

Inventory & Finance

Easton Keller has the following:

Zen Armaments .357 Pistol Laser Sight attachment

Styrling Shot 12

Traditional Flak Vest

NAM Infantry Grenades - Law enforcement use

Various ordinance and explosive accessories and tools.

Uniform

Black Trousers made from a fire retardant Nylon/Cotton polymer material.
Dark Grey short sleeve (Long sleeve variants available depending on climate and season) button
up creased shirt made from the same material.
Black Leather gunbelt.
Black, Shined shin-high leather boots.
Dark Grey wool trenchcoat (Winter)
Black Patrol cap with the NPF badge emblazoned on the front and the officers name and rank on
the back (Reccomended only in precinct house, Helmate advised while on patrol.)

Easton Keller currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by jjans002 on 09, 16 2018 at 12:08 using the Character Template Form.

In the case jjans002 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes
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